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“We did not inherit the earth from our ancestors, we have borrowed it from our children.” 

Ancient proverb 
 

Greetings! 

In the era of scientific advancement and all-round development, humans have come a long 

way from the prehistoric times to the century of technology. However, progress can easily be 

reversed if we do not maintain our commitment to making the world a better place for all, 

leaving no one behind. This is the call for sustainable development. 

Children are the future denizens of the world who are going to be responsible for the upkeep 

of the earth which is the one and only home that we have. 

Our planet is going through a pitiful phase. There’s a need for universal call to address the 

issues like peace and justice, economic equality, poverty, shortage of food, water 

conservation and other global concerns. We should understand that mother earth is not only 

precious but sacred. We as responsible ‘Earthizens’, must make conscious decisions to 

sustain a healthy planet. 

A positive change, no matter how small, holds the ability to create a lasting ripple of change 

in the long run. If we as an individual do our bit, what a massive change we can create. 

Charity begins at home, let’s get together and take baby steps to adopt positive everyday 

habits that can go a long way in saving the environment. 

The key purpose of this holiday project is to inculcate 6Cs in our children. It aims at 

encouraging creativity, character building, citizenship, communication, critical thinking & 

problem solving and collaboration in the learners. 

This holiday homework is a conscious step to understand our role and adopt a green way of 

living to preserve our beautiful planet and other life forms that inhabit it. 

Looking forward to effective and efficient completion ……. 

 



LEARNING OUTCOME: 
 

 

 To enhance our vocabulary and writing skills. 
 To understand the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, culture, 

beliefs and values. 

 To appreciate various art forms and how people communicate through art. 

 To enhance our awareness about our country. 
 To appreciate and strike a balance between our existence and the nature. 

 To enable ourselves to become more aware of technical aspects and usage of 

computers. 

 

LIFE LINE: 

Internet, Encyclopedias, Coursebook, Newspaper 

* Kindly mail your holiday homework to your class teacher. 
 

shweta.singh.fb@gmail.com Shweta Singh 



CYBER SAFETY 

The world of Internet offers a variety of interesting and engaging activities for kids that can nurture their 

curiosity and spark off their creative acumen. However, at the same time these kids are at potential risk of 

becoming victims of Internet threats (like viruses, inappropriate content, cyber bullying etc.). Therefore, it is 

important for parents to talk openly with their kids about online safety rather than totally prohibiting use of 

smartphones and laptops for them. Here are some important safety precautions to be followed: 

 Take permission from your parents before downloading any game or app. They might be viruses. 

 Do not share your personal information like mobile number, address, email etc. with anyone 

 Never share your passwords even if someone claims to be your best friend. 

If you see something online that makes you uncomfortable, tell your parents immediately. 

As we take pride in ‘being principled’ ,we at DPS SAHIBABAD are committed to the goal of Sustainable 

Development 

,which is one of the agendas of United Nations Development Programme. We resolve to provide an 

enabling environment to our learners while sustaining the ability of the natural systems to provide resources 

on which our society depends. With this objective, we have designed a ‘Paperless Holiday Project’. We 

sincerely hope that you join us in inspiring our learners towards laying the foundation to a secure and 

enriched future. 
 

ACADEMIC HONESTY 

Academic Honesty refers to a set of values and skills that promote personal integrity and good practice in 

teaching, learning and assessment. Therefore, it is expected that the assignments submitted by the students 

must be prepared using the student’s own original ideas, language and expression. Whenever the students use 

information from different sources like Internet, books and magazines, they are required to cite these sources. 

Citing the sources means to acknowledge, thank or give credit to, the person who created the content that the 

students use in their assignments. Sources cited can appear in the form of bibliography references. 

It is important to understand the following terms and definitions in context of Academic Honesty 

 Bibliography 

A list of sources (websites, books, newspapers etc.) materials that are used or consulted in preparation of an 

assignment. Bibliography is always written at the end of the assignment or project. 

 Citations 

A citation is a way to tell the readers that certain material in the assignment or project as come from another 

source. The work could be in the form of text, pictures or diagrams. As part of Academic Honesty, the 

students need to cite the sources properly. 

 Copyright 

A copyright is a legal right that gives creator of an original work exclusive rights for its use or distribution. In 

other words, a document, drawing or any creative work protected by copyrights cannot be copied without 

taking permission of the owner. 

 Acknowledgement 

An acknowledgement is a polite gesture to thank all those people who help in completion of an assignment, 

project or any other piece of work. 



Note: 

 The data collected and the activities of the summer project will be part of FA activities 

 ICT and internet to be used under the supervision of parents 

Submission date of holiday homework -11th   July 2019 . 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK GRADE 5 
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Gender equality is one of 17 Global Goals that make up the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development. Since 2000, UN and the rest of the global community has made programs for achievement of 

gender equality as a result of which more girls are now in school compared to 15 years ago. Women now 

make up to 41 percent of paid workers outside of agriculture, compared to 35 percent in 1990.Let us 

participate in this agenda of UN by researching and completing the activities mentioned below to ensure that 

we move from gender bias to gender equality or gender uniqueness. 

Activity 1. 

a)  (It’s a girl thing or a boy thing? )- Online Submission ( to be mailed by 20 June ) 
 

 

 
 

S.no Activity Pink/ Blue 

1. Dancing  

2. Cooking  

3. Engineering  

4. Practicing Law  

5. Art  

6. Computer programming  

7. Cleaning  

8. Prefer diet drinks  

9. Wrestling  

10. Nursing  



11. Rescuing  

12. Mountaineering  

13. Flying Aircraft  

 

(Adapted from Robert Gordon University Challenging Gender Stereotype Lesson Plans) 

Read the given list and mark blue against the column which you think is a boy 

thing and pink for a girl thing. If you think an option goes correct for both, then draw a smiley against that 

column. 

Do you think some of the above roles are exclusively for girls or for boys? 

Express your views for the same in about 100 words in MS-Word. 

ACTIVITY-2 (Discover Her Story) 

Online Submission( to be mailed by 20 June ) Google/ Clipart//images 

Research and compare the changes that have come about in the life of your grandmother, mom and your 

sister (cousins) on the basis of the following parameters and elaborate the same in the given parameter. 
 

 Grandmother Mother Sister 

Educational Opportunities    

Sports    

Outings    

Career    

Dress as per my choice    

 
ACTIVITY-3 (Empowered Women) 

Prepare a scrap book/mobile/collage depicting ‘Women – The Pillar of Strength’. Choose any empowered 

woman who has achieved great heights in her chosen field (e.g – Defence forces, Sports, Politics, Business, 

Movies, Entertainment, Social Activist etc.) Mention special moments of her life along with related pictures. 

Information should be handwritten only. 
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ACTIVITY- 4 

Dear parent 

Create awareness in your children about the various schemes initiated by the government of India for the 

welfare of the girl-child. Help your child in presenting it in creative a form on an A4/A3 sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ACTIVITY -5 

 Online Submission( to be mailed by 20 June ) 

The sex ratio is the ratio of males to females in a population. Refer 

the link given below and answer the following questions in a word 

file and mail to the concerned mathematics teacher. 

Link :http://niti.gov.in/content/sex-ratio-females-1000-males 
 

Google /images 

 
 

 

Q1. In the year 2013-15 which state has maximum number of females per 1000 males? 

 
Q2. Represent the data of year 2011-13 on a bar graph for the following states – Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 

Bihar, Delhi, and Jharkhand. 

Q3. In the year 2012-14 name the states having same ratio of gender equality. 

Q4. Arrange the data of Uttar Pradesh for the given years in ascending order. 

Q5. Name the states having female ratio more than the average ratio of India in the year 2013-15. 

http://niti.gov.in/content/sex-ratio-females-1000-males


Activity 6 -9 to be done roll number wise 

ACTIVITY-6 
 

 

 Board Game ( Roll no. 1 to 3 ) 
 

Resources are important for us and should not be wasted. Do you agree? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Let’s create a board game complete with blocks, dice and pawns and cards where a right move and a good 

decision give you credit points/ stars and a wrong move makes you retract some steps. Wouldn’t it be fun? 

You may make your board look like snake and ladders, monopoly or a treasure hunt. Give a catchy name to 

your game and show how creative you are! You may take help of the given website. 

 

 
ACTIVITY- 7 

 The Patriarchic Pharaoh puppets (Roll no. 4-6) 
 

The most powerful person in ancient Egypt was the pharaoh. The pharaoh was the political and religious 

leader of the Egyptian people, holding the titles: 'Lord of the Two Lands' and 'High Priest of Every 

Temple'. 

Make a mask of the pharaoh and decorate it with the colors or decoratives of your choice. Follow the 

given steps. 

1. Use the given link and draw/ take a print out on A4 sheet and cut out to make a mask. 

2. Use a stick and paste it at the back of the mask to hold it firmly. 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-WkVTei5CXNk/Un5omZjezLI/AAAAAAAARTY/w62P56WFRVA/s1600/4.jpg 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-WkVTei5CXNk/Un5omZjezLI/AAAAAAAARTY/w62P56WFRVA/s1600/4.jpg


ACTIVITY- 8 
 

 

 The Terrestrial Terrains of the earth (Roll no. 7-9) 
 

There are several kinds of landforms that earth has bestowed upon us ranging from mountains to beaches, 

from canyons to peninsula, from snow peaks of the Himalayas to the dry dreary deserts of the Sahara. 

The list is just endless. 

Let’s capture some of them and make a scrap book on the extensive landscapes 

of the all-encompassing earth. You may take help of the given guidelines or use 

your own imaginative skills. 

Steps 

1. Decide the landforms that you would like to depict. 

2. Take A4 sheets (at least 6) and select the material you would 

like to use to depict the chosen landforms.( like felt, velvet paper, pieces of cloth) google/// pinterest 

3. Cut out the pieces and paste them properly and label them 

4. Make a cover page 

5. Get the pages spiral bound to form a scrap book. 

 

 

ACTIVITY- 9 

 Our Fundamental Rights ( Roll no. from 10-13) 
 

Make a pocket folder. 

Instructions- 

1. Students will take an ivory sheet and cut it in the size of a folder and make a pocket below it. 

2. Take 6 coloured A4 sheets of different sizes. First sheet should be full size then second will be 1 inch 

smaller than the first one .Similarly third will be 1 inch smaller than second one, follow the same for 

the remaining sheets. 

3. Write one fundamental rights on one sheet. Arrange the sheets on the cover page in the pocket like a 

rack so that each right can be read properly without removing the other one. Take all the six rights. 

4. Decorate the cover page beautifully using your own creativity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://encrypted-tbn1.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcS6Anv5Fl_6cepmPnXiVUHzNFnRAiBRNsGbVimNx9AUNtMyitLZ 



ACTIVITY-10 (Storm Riders) 

(Online submission)- to be mailed by 20 June 

‘The Journey of a thousand miles begins with a single 

step.’ 

With Tricolor fluttering high and faith and hopes of a 

billion people in their hearts, six women naval officers 

went on a circumnavigation of the globe, on board INS 

Tarini. 

Click on the given link to watch the ‘Navika Sagar 

Parikrama’, a unique voyage undertaken by the ‘Storm 

Riders’ of our country. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXuosMnzzQ0&t=398s 

Q1.What were the challenges faced by the six officers while sailing in the oceans? According to you what 

qualities help a person to overcome such challenges? 

Q2. What must have been the objective behind such a challenging voyage? 

 

 
ACTIVITY-11 (Read To Explore) 

Reading develops a child’s imagination and creativity. It helps in developing useful communication skills 

by observing the interactions between the characters in the books. 

 

Given below are few links that will help you explore a genre of varied books. You can choose as many as 

you want and enjoy a ride of stories. Read any book written by the given authors: 

Enid Blyton, Charles Dickens, Rudyard Kipling, Ruskin Bond, R K Narayan 

www.read.gov/books 

www.childrensbooksonline.org 
 

Prepare a verbal presentation based on the book you have read. Your presentation should have the following 

features: 

_ Information about the Author 

_ Important characters 

_ Character you liked the most 

_ Incident you liked the most 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Holidays!!! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXuosMnzzQ0&amp;t=398s
http://www.read.gov/books
http://www.childrensbooksonline.org/

